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ABSTRACT
Intermittent computing has attracted significant attention from the
research community thanks to its promise of abandoning batteries
and the intriguing idea of offering dependability across blackouts.
As individual devices become able to embrace this change of para-
digm, it is time to focus on the entire networked system and look at
the building blocks needed to enable the deployment of full-fledged
distributed sensing applications. While doing this, it is important
to join forces in the development of appropriate evaluation tools
and methodologies able to foster consistent progress in the field.
We argue that by capitalizing on solutions, knowledge, and experi-
ence collected over more than a decade of research in traditional
low-power wireless systems, a field of low-hanging fruits is just
waiting to be harvested.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A vision of the future talks about a new generation of IoT systems,
made of battery-less devices operating intermittently [10]. It is no
question that this vision is appealing. The daily experience with
current systems highlights the maintenance hurdles of replacing
batteries or the challenges in sizing energy harvesting and func-
tioning to guarantee energy-neutral operation [9]. Moreover, by
testing and debugging these systems, we are disposing of batteries
at the expense of the environment. A battery-less future with robust
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embedded networked systems, able to make consistent progress
even through periods without energy, has its charm.

Handling the Thirst for Energy: To Reboot or Not to Reboot. In its in-
fancy, energy harvesting for sensor nodes has triggered a migration
from energy efficiency to prolong lifetime towards perpetual and
uninterrupted operation. This concept was coined energy-neutral
operation (ENO) [16] and mandates that, at all time, harvested en-
ergy matches or exceeds consumption. Recently, there has been a
shift to intermittent computing (IC), which abandons ENO.

Among other reasons, this shift was triggered by the desire
to simplify circuits and house-keeping algorithms. In particular,
scheduling and harvest prediction are non-trivial challenges [4, 20].
However, this simplification reveals itself as a supporter of the
no free lunch theorem, because intermittency inherently requires
sophisticated checkpointing to prevent incomplete and futile execu-
tion of tasks [1] and consistency checks of dependent subtasks [11].
Moreover, intermittent systems are restricted to scenarios, where
times of sensing and harvesting coincide; e.g., solar harvesting and
night-time sensing are currently incompatible with IC.

Let us put ourselves in the shoes of an IoT designer. One would
face—at the very beginning of system design—a fork: either embrace
IC or plan for ENO? By looking at studies predicting a decade
lifetime [14], one would be tempted to answer this question with
the computing paradigm that has been traditionally used; meaning
neither IC nor ENO. This is arguably a safe choice; one could always
resort to batteries in the end. Apparently, we are missing out on
something.

Transiently Powered Devices: The Feeling of Being Alone. A large
body of work has been carried out to understand and optimize the
novel computing paradigm that IC promotes. However, to the best
of our knowledge, little has been done to put this local focus into the
general context of a networked system. In the resulting egocentric
perspective, the local computation produces a precious outcome
from a series of sensing and processing tasks in due course. Such
result is then communicated to the external world as the last effort.
How such networking step is realized has significant consequences
on the overall system design and behavior. In particular, networks
made of IC devices rely on direct, dependable connections between a
sensor and a base station, where the former initiates communication
at its own will.

As soon as more sensors are co-located, the simple sending-at-
will paradigm can and will result in collisions, overflowing buffers
and other well-known problems. At the same time, the community
has collected enough experience to know that wireless links are
inherently unreliable and volatile. Either we accept that these net-
works must be very small in size, or scheduling and collaboration
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Figure 1: Solar-harvesting devices on different sides (east /
west) of a building leading to opposing times (morning / af-
ternoon) of available energy and task execution capacity.

between devices are strongly needed. The chase after low-hanging
fruits has started.

Wireless Sensor Networks: Does the Story Repeat? As low-power
embedded platforms became available two decades ago, extensive
effort was put into MAC and routing protocols. While exploring
the design space in simulation, it became clear that deploying the
technology imposed completely different rules. The process was
long and, in terms of paper output, very fruitful. After (and thanks
to) this learning process, we have a fairly stable set of solutions that
are employed in practice. An IP-based, interoperable networking
stack [13] has been largely accepted, and innovation on MAC and
routing protocols has become increasingly challenging. Real-world
experimentation is the only accepted scientific method to validate
contributions in low-power networking.

Should IC follow the same path when it comes to networking?
Or have we learned our lesson? IC has the potential to build a new
Internet of Intermittent Things, but there are pitfalls and caveats.
We discuss (Sect. 2) relevant aspects to consider for IC to have
impact on practical applications. In picking up these low-hanging
fruits, solutions must demonstrate their effectiveness in practice
(Sect. 3).

2 THE INTERNET OF INTERMITTENT
THINGS

IC introduces a plethora of challenges, many named in [10]. Among
these, the change of computing paradigm forces first to consider
how to schedule local tasks and guarantee that progress is made
despite unpredictable and frequent blackouts. Therefore, retaining
state and detecting violations of time constraints have been the
natural first steps to understand what IC entails for experimental
platforms in isolation. Only few works, e.g., [6], have looked into
the interplay between IC and networking. In advanced applications
and whole networked systems though, we argue that this is not
enough. If timing constraints—as in dependent yet local tasks, com-
munication between multiple devices, or distributed sensing—enter
the stage and join forces with extreme harvest patterns, additional
effort is required. Both aspects are not far-fetched.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical situation in solar-powered out-
door networks with two communication partners on, e. g. different
sides of a building. Apparently, the time of overlapping harvest
is extremely short, limiting the time window for communication
and/or distributed sensing. Analogously, a hypothetical interac-
tion for a sensing task—e. g., exchange of an acoustic signal for
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Figure 2: Current task execution models (A and B) in IC vs.
proposed time-constraint-aware task execution (C): based
on expected energy harvest, Task 1 is deferred so that Task 2
can meet the deadline.

SHM/VAM [8]— would be limited to the time when both devices
are powered. In another scenario (cf. Fig. 2), an IC device may be
faced with non-fulfillable time constraints of dependent subtasks,
if—as presently done—it opportunistically starts the first task upon
energy availability, while the timing constraint of the follow-up
task will always be violated. Deferring the first task is required.

Unfortunately, IC devices have been built with tiny capacitors to
store energy and without regulators to prevent conversion loss. In
general, a node restarts or continues operation once the capacitor
is charged (voltage above a high threshold) and discontinues when
the voltage falls below a low threshold or if there is nothing else to
do. Typically, these operational limits are fixed before deployment,
which complicates matters and puts a relatively high burden on the
system engineer (flexible enough?) or application designer (choose
proper value, but how?). Why not have flexible thresholds that
can be tweaked at runtime or changed depending on the next task
(maybe with capacitor banks and some kind of static switches)?
Moreover, in certain situations it could make sense to not start a
new task but simply wait (cf. Fig. 2).

By shifting immediate action triggered by energy availability
to a wiser management of the available fuel, we would effectively
resort to the same solution that ENO employs to keep the system
alive. However, IC has no fear of rebooting so that planning energy
use (once available) could be driven by the actual network and
application tasks only. Foreseeing energy availability would then be
the key to schedule local and distributed activities in unison, rather
than define a trade-off to be made between operation and surviving
hopes. Considering thework done on energy forecasting, e. g., in [4],
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the challenge is to establish an effective and precise synchronization
and coordination scheme to collaboratively support communication
and ultimately enable distributed sensing.

Considering our proposition that keeping control of network
resources is essential for IC systems, we share the opinion that
backing out of backscatter communication is a forced choice, partic-
ularly in order to free devices from infrastructure constraints and
steer collision avoidance [7]. Accepting this choice allows to resort
to approaches that have demonstrated their advantages in tradi-
tional IoT and WSN systems, leveraging knowledge and experience
gathered by the community over the years. At the lowest network
layers, wake-up radios [18] can be exploited to synchronize nodes
and build TDMA schedules, whose flexibility in face of variable
node availability has been shown possible [5]. Data gathering and
dissemination based on opportunistic routing [19] or concurrent
transmissions and defined schedules [21] present applicable con-
cepts and techniques worth investigating. With these solutions
in place, it is possible to orchestrate resources based on known
availability times in order to match given application requirements.

3 LEARNING BY DEPLOYING
WSN and IoT research has provided two clear insights over the
years: results need to be validated in practice and an appropriate sci-
entific method must be enforced to make results comparable and, to
the extent possible, repeatable. While building real-world systems
is extremely challenging, time-consuming and often deemed to be
"just engineering work", it is essential to build and share knowledge
about the technology, its limitations, and open research questions,
also by reporting unsuccessful attempts [17]. In WSN, these expe-
riences resulted in systematic analyses and guidelines [2, 12]. IC
should have a guide, too!

These experiences, however, are unique, hardly reproducible and
difficult to compare against. In practice, they work against the sci-
entific method, highlighting the need for a systematic experimental
approach fostering reproducibility and comparability, a challenge
on itself for low-power wireless systems [3]. This requires appro-
priate tools as well as clearly coded evaluation methodologies and
reference application scenarios. For low-power wireless network-
ing, proposals started to appear only recently [15]. Considering the
dependency of the behavior of IC on energy availability—and in
turns on the environment where experiments are performed—only
reference benchmarks can enable the comparison of different ap-
proaches. We strongly need to set up an evaluation machinery for
IC in order to benefit from each other’s contributions.

4 CONCLUSION
IC is a promising approach that has the potential to enable a fu-
ture of battery-less devices and help the Internet of Things grow.
However, we identified several shortcomings that need attention.
In particular, we suggest to adopt concepts already developed in
traditional sensor networks and borrow from ENO. There is no
need to seed and grow a new field to no avail; there are ripe fruits
and they are low-hanging.
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